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Abstract—The unpredictability and intermittency introduced by7
Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) in power systems may lead to8
unforeseen peaks of energy production, which might differ from9
energy demand. To manage these mismatches, a proper commu-10
nication between prosumers (i.e., users with RESs that can either11
inject or absorb energy) and active users (i.e., users that agree to12
have their loads changed according to the system needs) is required.13
To achieve this goal, the centralized approach used in traditional14
power systems is no longer possible because both prosumers and15
active users would like to take part in energy transactions, and a de-16
centralized approach based on transactive energy systems (TESs)17
and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) energy transactions should be adopted.18
In this context, the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), based19
on the blockchain concept arises as the most promising solution20
to enable smart contracts between prosumers and active users,21
which are safely guarded in blocks with cryptographic hashes. The22
aim of this paper is to provide a review about the deployment of23
decentralized TESs and to propose and discuss a transactive man-24
agement infrastructure. In this context, the concept of Proof of25
Energy is proposed as a novel consensus protocol for P2P energy26
exchanges managed by DLT. An application of the proposed infras-27
tructure considering a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) aggregator and28
residential prosumers endowed with a new transactive controller29
to manage the electrical storage system is discussed.
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AnC Analytics component.36

BFT Byzantine fault tolerant.37

CHP Combined heat and power.38

CPF Consumption-production function.39
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CSM Certified smart meter. 40

DER Distributed energy resource. 41

DLC Direct load control. 42

DLT Distributed ledger technology. 43

DR Demand response. 44

DSM Demand-side management. 45

DSO Distribution system operator. 46

EMS Energy management system. 47

EV Electric vehicle 48

GWAC GridWise architecture council. 49

HDG Home device gateway. 50

HEM Home energy manager. 51

HVAC Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. 52

IAS Immutability, anonymity, and security. 53

IB Information backbone. 54

ICT Information and communication technology. 55

IoT Internet of Things. 56

JSON JavaScript object notation. 57

LEM Local energy market. 58

MQTT Message queue telemetry transport. 59

MV Mid voltage. 60

P2P Peer to peer. 61

PNWSGD Pacific northwest smart grid demonstration. 62

PoE Proof of energy. 63

PoS Proof of stake. 64

PoW Proof of work. 65

PV Photovoltaic. 66

QoS Quality of service. 67

REonly Rewards only. 68

RES Renewable energy source. 69

SOC State of charge. 70

TC Transactive control. 71

TCR Transactive controller. 72

TE Transactive energy. 73

TEonly Transactive energy only. 74

TES Transactive energy system. 75

TMI Transactive management infrastructure. 76

TMP Transactive management platform. 77
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VPP Virtual power plant.78

WT Wind turbine.79

I. INTRODUCTION80

DURING the last decades, distributed generation units81

based on Renewable Energy Sources (RES) have been82

integrated into electrical grids, mainly at the distribution level.83

By the end of 2016, around 25% of the electricity production84

around the world originated from RES [1], with wind energy,85

bio-power energy, and solar photovoltaic (PV) being the energy86

pivotal sources. Studies reveal that in the next years there will87

be a major increase in the penetration of RES into the grid,88

which will reach a share around 30% by 2022 [2] and this share89

will even exceed 60% by 2050 [3]. Moreover, since the instal-90

lation of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), including PV91

panels, micro Wind Turbines (WTs), diesel, and bio-generators92

has become an affordable investment in many countries, from93

the point of view of both residential and business users, they94

have been deployed at the consumption side too [4]. At the95

same time, electric loads are not “dump” anymore. They can96

auto-regulate the power absorption, intelligently and/or by re-97

sponding to external Demand Response (DR) signals from the98

grid. In recent years, the concepts of Demand-Side Management99

(DSM) and DR have arisen in order to balance energy generation100

with energy consumption [5] and help preventing the conges-101

tion problems [6]. By applying a DR approach, end users under102

incentive-based programs let suppliers to control all or some103

of their loads by means of Direct Load Control (DLC) [7]. For104

example, during peak hours, users may receive incentives to105

have their loads reduced, such as Heating, Ventilation, and Air106

Conditioning (HVAC) loads [8]. To do so, smart metering based107

on Internet of Things (IoT) is required in order to send real-time108

data among all users [9], [10]. Therefore, the overall network109

becomes a smart grid, as there is not only a flow of energy but110

also a flow of data, which managed properly, will determine an111

efficient distribution of energy through the entire system [11],112

[12]. Both DERs and DR have opened new opportunities for the113

power grid, and new challenges as well, because DERs are inter-114

mittent and nonuniformly deployed. Opportunities have arisen115

regarding the optimization of power flows, the improvement of116

the stability of the power grid, and the reduction of the economic117

impact of production and deployment of energy reserves. On the118

other hand, the energy market regulation and the management119

of energy trading also represent a concern.120

In recent years, in order to exploit all the benefits of DERs and121

to meet policies and targets toward decarbonisation, a new kind122

of paradigm has been proposed. This paradigm is based on two123

key concepts, namely: Transactive Energy (TE) and peer-to-peer124

(P2P) management by means of Distributed Ledger Technology125

(DLT), based on blockchain. These concepts will be carefully126

addressed in the following sections.127

As it will be better described and detailed in the next sections,128

the contributions of this paper are mainly related to, shown as129

follows.130

1) The survey and assessment of the potentials of DLT131

for P2P Transactive Energy Exchanges in Local Energy132

Markets.133

2) The detailed description of a new transactive management 134

infrastructure, based on DLT, implementing a TE system 135

leveraging P2P energy exchanges (defined here as P2P- 136

TE) in Local Energy Markets (LEMs). 137

3) The proposal of an innovative Proof of Energy (PoE) func- 138

tion as a candidate of the consensus protocol for P2P 139

energy exchanges managed by DLT. The proposed con- 140

sensus protocol is not energy demanding as in other per- 141

missioned DLT and it is able to promote a social behavior 142

based on sustainable and circular economy. 143

4) The proposal of an innovative transactive controller (TCR) 144

to manage the operation of the battery of a residential 145

prosumer. 146

The paper is structured as follows. Sections II and III give a 147

survey on Local Energy Markets (LEM) and Transactive Energy 148

Systems (TESs), respectively. Section IV reviews and discuss 149

the concept of blockchain-based DLT applied to TESs. Finally, 150

in Section VI, a novel transactive management infrastructure 151

(TMI) to enable P2P energy exchanges among all the grid- 152

connected users is proposed and described. An innovative Proof 153

of Energy (PoE) function is also proposed in order to implement 154

P2P energy exchanges based on DLT in a LEM context. 155

II. LOCAL ENERGY MARKETS AND THE ROLE OF PROSUMERS 156

The electricity market is defined by both entire market and 157

sub market [13]. The former is based on end-product markets 158

and intermediate-product markets, while the latter includes the 159

wholesale market and those for ancillary services. A Local En- 160

ergy Market (LEM) can be seen as a kind of sub-market, where 161

participants can be aggregated for flexibility purposes [14] such 162

as constraints management, portfolio optimization and system 163

balancing in order to balance demand and supply. The current 164

research activities on LEMs are related on market mechanisms 165

[15], agent preferences and strategies [16] and transactional 166

product of reserve energy [17]. The presented paper fits in the 167

latter two topics. 168

In order to integrate a LEM into the entire market, differ- 169

ent organizational models for flexibility management have been 170

compared in [18] for both Germany and the Netherlands. This 171

paper reveals that the dynamic pricing and local aggregator ap- 172

proaches work properly in the retail market. In [19] the use of 173

a LEM is proposed to secure the integration of large renewable 174

energy systems into the main energy system. The study devel- 175

oped in [20] proves that it is feasible to include Combined Heat 176

and Power (CHP) plants to help balancing the fluctuation of 177

wind power systems. Both [19], [20] focus their study on some 178

examples in Denmark. 179

A current example of a LEM is furnished in the empower 180

project [21], which does not focuses on price but on a value- 181

oriented approach. It can be used to carry out different contracts 182

among partners, such as cross-subsidized energy contracts or 183

flexibility contracts. Some pilot tests combining the Empower 184

concept and the real-time shared knowledge about energy needs 185

among households and communities have been proved in Nor- 186

way, Germany, and Malta with promising results. Another ex- 187

ample is the design of a LEM which has been developed by 188

the Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden for the cam- 189
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pus itself [22]. The computational model in this project was190

validated by experimental results and it was concluded that the191

LEM was not able to provide itself the required energy, thus192

requiring external energy resources.193

Let us consider, for example, a community or a set of commu-194

nities of users who can arbitrarily belong to one of the following195

categories: 1) prosumers, i.e., users who provide the grid with196

locally generated electrical energy, such as PV, WT or diesel197

generators, that can either inject or absorb electrical energy; 2)198

active users with flexible and shiftable loads, electric vehicles199

(EVs) and HVAC systems that may be controlled by DR sig-200

nals managed by TCRs; and 3) passive users, not participating201

in any DR program. These communities are usually organized202

geographically and, from the grid’s viewpoint, they are attached203

to a common node in a distribution bus and can participate in a204

LEM [23].205

In a LEM, whenever the net consumed energy is positive,206

prosumers can decide to sell part of the produced energy. In this207

way, a surplus of energy in the grid may exist. On the other hand,208

active users can “buy” this surplus by regulating their loads.209

Active users can also virtually sell energy, by responding to DR210

signals and reducing or time-shifting their electrical loads [24].211

It should be noted that this trading must be done in a secure and212

privacy-preserving way, as the transactions in a LEM are carried213

out in a decentralized way. This can be achieved by a proper214

bidding algorithm with privacy-preserving protocols [25].215

III. TRANSACTIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS216

A. Transactive Energy Concept217

As previously stated, in the new grid scenario the consumers218

with the ability to inject energy into the grid (prosumers) would219

also like to take part in the electricity market by maximizing their220

profits while delivering energy and minimizing their costs when221

absorbing it [26]. In other words, a two-way grid management222

is required in order to enable energy transactions among all223

the participants [27]. In this context, the GridWise Architecture224

Council (GWAC) [28] has proposed the following definition for225

Transactive Energy (TE): “a system of economic and control226

mechanisms that allows the dynamic balance of supply and227

demand across the entire electrical infrastructure using value as228

a key operational parameter.” The concept of “value” is related229

to the definition of price and incentives in order to guarantee that230

all DER owned by prosumers generate and consume electricity231

in a win-win approach [29], i.e., by looking for the benefits of232

all the users and not for the benefit of one or a few ones.233

B. Transactive Controllers234

A classification of control strategies in smart grids identifies235

passive, active, interactive, and TCRs [30]. While passive con-236

trollers operate without exchanging information with the utility,237

active controllers enable customers to adjust their energy con-238

sumption depending on price changes. TCRs represent the most239

promising evolution for energy users aiming at participating in240

LEMs since they allow both prosumers and active users to make241

bids considering the real time price of electrical energy and their242

energy requirements.243

Fig. 1. System architecture adopted for TCRs’ operation [33].

A TCR is basically implemented on an energy gateway which 244

communicates over the Information Backbone (IB), e.g., the 245

Internet, to exchange all the information needed to trade and 246

manage energy transactions [31]. In other words, the TCR acts 247

as a negotiator of energy prices on the energy market in order 248

to modify the user’s settings according to price signals, which 249

perfectly fits with the concept of LEM, explained in Section III. 250

The TCR is used also to grant access to the information platform 251

used to coordinate the signing of smart contracts and the record- 252

ing of energy transaction. Finally, the TCR communicates also 253

to smart devices used by active users, which can be sensors or 254

actuators, such as smart meters, smart lamps and HVACs. 255

A transactive scheme is proposed in [32], where a distributed 256

iterative algorithm for optimal demand in residential applica- 257

tions is developed. Another example is given in [33], where a 258

TCR and some smart plugs-in for some electrical loads are 259

adopted. In this approach, a residential energy gateway ex- 260

changes information with a DR aggregator, which is in charge of 261

different houses. Each DR aggregator sets the bids for electrical 262

energy according to the signals received from the TCRs of each 263

house and gives feedback signals (acceptance or rejection of a 264

bid) to the corresponding TCRs. The described architecture is 265

depicted in Fig. 1. 266

Among the three levels of control in electrical grids, i.e., pri- 267

mary control for dynamic response (milliseconds), secondary 268

control for frequency control (seconds) and tertiary control 269

(minutes) over the whole system, this last control acts in order to 270

balance energy generation and energy consumption combined 271

with economic signals, thus also contributing to frequency con- 272

trol in a social-welfare maximization approach [34]. In order to 273

implement a proper Transactive Control (TC), distributed intel- 274

ligent devices based on Information and Communication Tech- 275

nology (ICT), such as smart meters, must be used [35], [36]. 276

Smart meters enable exchanging energy data in near-real-time 277

fashion among all the agents (prosumers and active users). 278

When a prosumer wishes to make either a demand (buy) or 279

an offer (sell) of energy from/to the grid (which is recorded by a 280

smart metering), it sends its request to a parent node, where other 281

prosumers are connected. Then, a TC-based platform evaluates 282
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all bids from all the energy-demand prosumers, assesses the283

offers from energy-production prosumers and finally sends the284

corresponding prices to all the prosumers, which can either285

accept or reject the transactions [37].286

For the last few years, some pilot projects have been car-287

ried out on the topic of managing small communities under a288

TES perspective, showing promising results. For example, in the289

USA, the Pacific Northwest Smart Grid Demonstration Project290

(PNWSGD) [38] has coped with the grid congestion problem291

by acting on smart thermostats for HVACs control, while in the292

Netherlands the PowerMatching City Project [39] has dealt with293

supply and demand management issues in the first smart grid294

village in Europe. More examples of TE-based pilot projects295

and their comparison can be found in [31] and [36].296

IV. DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY FOR TRANSACTIVE297

ENERGY SYSTEMS298

A. Advantages of a Peer-to-Peer Decentralized299

Architecture for Energy Exchanges300

In traditional power systems, every transaction is centrally301

managed for actions like tracking of consumed and produced302

energy, computation of energy prices, immutable, and secure303

recording of all the information related to the energy transactions304

[40], [41]. In a Peer-to-peer (P2P) context, this management is305

decentralized and regulated among the “peers” participating to306

the energy network, which becomes a virtual energy power grid307

[42]–[44].308

In a centralized architecture, communication between pro-309

sumers should be authorized by centralized servers and the set310

requirements for them increase with the number of prosumers311

[45]. Centralized architectures are, therefore, not easily scalable312

to account for an exponential increase of prosumers, which in313

turn produce high volumes of data at high frequency (i.e., ev-314

ery 60 s). As a result, the integration costs to account for the315

magnitude of that increase would make a TMI not economically316

feasible [44]–[53].317

The evaluation of the performances of a TMI is a complex318

task and different features can be considered, the most important319

being:320

1) data security, because financial data is being exchanged;321

2) data privacy, because energy data exchange can profile the322

user;323

3) speed of financial transactions or transactions insertion324

rate, ideally a constant value or at least sublinear e.g.,325

O(logN), with N being the number of transactions;326

4) resiliency to failures and data integrity;327

5) small energy footprint: the system must not consume more328

energy.329

Given a certain level of performance, p, related to the pre-330

viously listed features, the costs which must be sustained to331

guarantee this level can represent a metric for the scalability,332

S = f(N, p), which can be reasonably be assumed as a mono-333

tone function of the number of prosumers N. By using S as a334

metric for comparing the centralized and P2P approaches, the335

centralization of all the operations required to assure the level336

of performance p can become infeasible for a huge number of337

prosumers. P2P transactions are, instead, an order of magnitude338

cheaper than those in traditional systems based on a centralized 339

information center [43]. 340

To recall a parallel to computer networks where the exchanged 341

value is a file (or a database), P2P reduces the costs of the 342

scaled system and avoids to install more centralized hardware. 343

The centralized servers represent single points of failure and 344

may represent easy targets for attacks from hackers. The server 345

loads and delay can be reduced by leveraging the capabilities 346

of P2P networks which inherently scale “well” with the num- 347

ber of connected devices. In computer networks and data center 348

management, a similar problem of performance arises whenever 349

an increased service demand takes place. Usually, the owner of 350

the data center has two options: vertical scaling versus hori- 351

zontal scaling. In the vertical scaling, the owner installs more 352

bare metal, i.e., by buying more hardware with increased per- 353

formance and maintenance costs. In the horizontal scaling, the 354

owner replicates its service on different (physical or logical) lo- 355

cations, thus reducing the maintenance costs (like redundancy, 356

failover, etc.). 357

To summarize, the main advantages of a P2P decentralized 358

architecture over a centralized one are in terms of scalability, 359

resiliency, adaptability, fault tolerance, security, and trust. In- 360

vestment and maintenance costs are also reduced due to the 361

adoption of hierarchical storage capacity and a sublinear cost of 362

ownership which grows as O(logM), where M is the number of 363

nodes [46]. 364

B. Blockchain Technology Applied to Transactive 365

Energy Systems 366

Since envisioning totally disconnected micro-grids from the 367

main Distribution System Operator (DSO) is still premature, a 368

more realistic deployment of transactive energy systems will 369

be a hybrid solution, where the regulation and the access to 370

the information required for the implementation of P2P energy 371

exchanges based on the TE only is managed by the DSO. For 372

example, the DSO could manage the access to the smart power 373

grid and grant access to the information system, but it would 374

not manage the energy transactions centrally. It means that: 1) 375

energy data transactions must be confirmed by peers by using 376

a sort of consensus protocol embedded in a shared execution 377

routine usually know as smart contract; and 2) transactions must 378

be stored securely within peers participating to the program. A 379

comprehensive review on P2P and community-based markets 380

can be found in [47]. 381

This is a call for the very popular technology named Dis- 382

tributed Ledger Technology (DLT), representing an abstraction 383

of the so popular blockchain technology. 384

By abusing of the terminology, P2P may refer to both the way 385

according to which energy transactions take place and to the in- 386

formation architecture supporting them. Accordingly, from the 387

point of view of the information architecture, DLT is also a 388

P2P based architecture and so it seems a natural candidate to 389

implement a TE system based on P2P energy exchanges (P2P- 390

TE). In general, the term P2P network is used when referring 391

to the information infrastructure (e.g., Internet) and P2P-TE 392

when discussing about the logical interaction among the peers 393

which trade and/or exchange energy resources. Concerning the 394
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type of access to the P2P network, the terms “permissionless”395

and “permissioned” are used. A permissionless architecture is396

a public network where everyone can participate without any397

special authentication/authorization mechanism. All peers are398

anonymous and untrusted. In a permissioned architecture, the399

access to the network must be granted (for example by register-400

ing one’s identity to a central data center), although no central401

action interferes during the information exchange among peers402

(e.g., Skype could be thought as a permissioned P2P network).403

In a permissioned architecture, peers share some kind of trust404

and the identity is not completely anonymous. In the follow-405

ing subsection, a permissioned P2P for the proposed P2P-TE406

system will be considered.407

As stated before, to enable P2P energy transactions between408

prosumers and active users within a LEM context, DLT appears409

to be a promising solution [48], [49], as it avoids the need of410

an intermediator and can guarantee near real-time transactions.411

Currently, there are many type of DLT. The most popular has412

been that based on blocks-chain, where groups of transactions413

are stored in blocks of data chained one after another in or-414

der to make nearly impossible data forgery [50]. The storage415

of the transactions data into the blocks is secured by cryp-416

tographic functions and industry level security methodologies417

(e.g., signature based on the public-key paradigm) [51], [52].418

The blockchain is stored globally within the network of par-419

ticipating peers and it is a virtuous application of decentraliza-420

tion algorithms. In the Internet universe, popular applications421

based on decentralized communication of information are Bit-422

torrent for sharing files, and Skype, for sharing contacts. In the423

blockchain universe, the shared item is essentially some kind424

of “value.” This value can be virtual coin or crypto currencies,425

smart contracts, virtual goods, agreements between untrusted426

parties. While in the centralized approach, the participating par-427

ties give trust one another to the central authority (e.g., in the case428

of a bank institution), in P2P untrusted parties use a mechanism429

to reach some kind of trust. This trust must at least guarantee:430

1) anonymity;431

2) impossibility to repudiate a transaction once it has been432

saved;433

3) very low probability of forgery of saved data;434

4) resiliency to possible attacks, like the byzantine attack435

where a transaction is authorized to be saved even if it436

should not.437

It should be noted that points 2) and 3) are generally guaran-438

teed by using cryptographic hashes which define each block and439

chaining of all blocks. In this way, transaction forgery would440

mean being able to modify all the chain. This is not a new con-441

cept, as it was popularized in 2009 when blockchain technology442

was used by the Bitcoin platform for cryptocurrency to enable443

secure virtual transactions [52].444

That said, blockchain enables P2P transactions in a decentral-445

ized way, which perfectly fits with the idea of making energy446

transactions among the prosumers in a LEM context [53], [54],447

without the need of a central authority, such as the DSO in tradi-448

tional distributed energy networks. Under these circumstances,449

a blockchain-based DLT might manage hundreds or even thou-450

sands of smart contracts [55] in near-real time and with no451

obstacle due to data center design and maintenance. However, 452

the original algorithm found in DLT like Bitcoin is able to cope 453

with a maximum of seven transactions per second [56]. For this 454

purpose, other alternatives have arisen, such as Ethereum [57], 455

which can handle tens of energy transactions per second, or 456

Hyperledger [58], [59], which can cope with hundreds of trans- 457

actions per second and has the additional advantage of being a 458

scalable solution, which makes it very suitable for smart con- 459

tracts [60]. A comparison between Bitcoin and Ethereum can be 460

found in [61], a comparison between Ethereum and Hyperledger 461

is given in [62], while a comparison between all current DLT- 462

based platforms used for TE in microgrids is carried out in [63]. 463

An example of an on-going project aimed at experimenting 464

blockchain-based P2P energy trading is transactive Grid [64], 465

[65], where prosumers in a small community in Brooklyn (USA) 466

can buy and sell energy from each other using Ethereum plat- 467

form for smart contracts. Another example is the UK company 468

Electron [66], which has used blockchain technology to cre- 469

ate an open-source platform for providing truthful metering. A 470

comparison between current projects on P2P energy trading can 471

be found in [67]. 472

C. Consensus Protocols 473

In a LEM with blockchain-based DLT, since there is no central 474

authority which manages the energy transactions, all prosumers 475

(or nodes from a system viewpoint) must agree upon a financial 476

energy transaction before storing it into the blockchain. The va- 477

lidity of a new transaction (or block, i.e., group of transactions) 478

holds if and only if a consensus is reached among all nodes [68]. 479

Consensus protocols are a set of algorithms and structured data 480

well known in many engineering fields, such as Computer Sci- 481

ence and Signal Processing. The key properties or requirements 482

of a consensus protocol are [69] as follows. 483

1) Safety: nodes that take part in a consensus produce the 484

same outputs according the protocol rules. 485

2) Liveness: all healthy nodes take part in consensus will 486

produce a value. 487

3) Fault tolerance: if a node that takes part in the consensus 488

fails, the consensus protocol can continue working. 489

The most common consensus protocols in blockchain-based 490

DLTs are: Proof of work (PoW), Proof of stake (PoS) and Byzan- 491

tine Fault Tolerant (BFT). The PoW protocol [52] is used by 492

permissionless platforms (such as the aforementioned Bitcoin 493

or Ethereum platforms) in which a large number of untrusted 494

nodes seek for consensus to approve an energy transaction. PoW 495

algorithm appears to be the best option as far as private data 496

safety is concerned, because all nodes must solve a hard cryp- 497

tographic puzzle before adding a block into the chain, thus, 498

making the system impermeable to malicious trading [70]. The 499

validity of the “work” done is represented by the difficulty (in 500

terms of complexity and memory/CPU requirements) of the 501

cryptographic puzzle. The process to find a solution to this puz- 502

zle is called mining [71]. To gain the right to approve the new 503

block (and therefore to gain also an economic profit), one has to 504

invest in hardware: The more powerful hardware, the higher is 505

the probability to quickly solve the cryptographic puzzle. Once 506
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a solution is reached, the other peers can confirm the solution507

(confirmation of the solution is much simpler than finding it).508

Although, it has been emphasized that blockchain-based509

DLT could enable TE exchanging among multiple DER510

parties, care should be taken to the energy footprint of (any)511

DLT technology. Indeed, a recent study reveals that Bitcoin’s512

blockchain energy footprint is similar to Ireland’s average513

electrical energy consumption [72], because of the energy514

hunger of PoW algorithms. Moreover, the Bitcoin requires515

over 3 GBs of compressed data to hold the entire blockchain,516

obviously outstripping the capabilities of smart inverters or517

transactive controllers [73]. Other aspects of DLT concern518

the type of access to the IB (permissioned or permissionless519

access, or a combination of both), real-time requirements for520

the energy transaction, Immutability, Anonymity, and Security521

(IAS) requirements of transactions [74].522

In order to reduce the energy footprint in the Bitcoin-based523

PoW protocol, the PoS protocol [75] substitutes the mining pro-524

cess by the election of a node that acts as the evaluator. In other525

words, the right to validate and insert a new block is granted526

to that peer which can prove the ownership of some amount527

of a variable called stake (in the cryptocurrency, the stake can528

be also the currency itself). The selection based on stakes only529

suffers from some problems. For example, in a pure PoS the530

peer with the highest amount of stakes will gain a permanent531

advantage. To overcome these and other shortcomings of PoS,532

other variants have been proposed in the scientific literature.533

For example, in the cryptocurrency world PeerCoin [76] and534

Nxt [77] use a selection algorithm based on the concept of coin535

age and a transformation of the stake size, respectively. How-536

ever, as it will be detailed in the next section, PoS is a good537

candidate to be used in the energy context. This manuscript will538

sketch (see Section V) an architecture based on PoS by showing539

that the basic problems of PoS can easily be avoided by using a540

permissioned architecture and a hard-to-forge stake values.541

A very interesting modified version of PoS is used in Solar-542

Coin [78], a promising platform for selling solar energy through543

certified production plants. In SolarCoin, every PV plant’s owner544

registers their PV installations thus becoming a prosumer. Then,545

after verification of the identity and the details of the compo-546

nents of the installation, the owner grants access to the platform547

and receives a digital wallet. In SolarCoin, the software installed548

into the user-side smart inverter communicates the energy pro-549

duction only, and, subsequently, a block of “solar” transactions550

is inserted into the DLT. For every MWh produced, the platform551

pays back some “solar coins” and the transactions are stored into552

the digital wallet by means of the blockchain. There is no cen-553

tralized ledger for transactions. The BFT protocol [79] is used554

to detect mismatches between the information shared among all555

the nodes, thus avoiding the malfunction of the whole system.556

A comprehensive explanation of PoW, PoS, and BFT proto-557

cols can be found in [68]. A variant of PoS and BFT protocols558

is the Tendermint protocol [80], which is a private one. Apart559

from the aforementioned blockchain consensus protocols, in560

the literature there are more examples. A comparison among561

all the consensus protocols based on blockchain is detailed in562

[81]. Recently, with the vision for a highly scalable DLT for the563

IoTs, other concepts have emerged. For example, in the Tan- 564

gle algorithm, validation and insertion of transactions are based 565

on acyclic graphs and not chain of blocks. Tangle is the core 566

algorithm of the popular IOTA cryptographic token [82]. 567

V. PROPOSED TRANSACTIVE MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE 568

A. Architecture 569

The proposed system is a permissioned blockchain based 570

architecture where the consensus protocol is a modified version 571

of PoS which, in comparison, uses less than 0.001% of the power 572

of Bitcoin [78]. Therefore, it promotes energy efficiency and a 573

sustainable behavior. 574

The envisioned architecture, called Transactive Management 575

Infrastructure (TMI), represents the main novel contribution of 576

the paper and is depicted in Fig. 2. 577

One of the innovative contributions of the present work with 578

respect to the present literature is the attempt to establish the 579

baseline for a reference framework for blockchain-based TMI 580

that can be used by medium sized aggregators to manage LEMs. 581

Without any claim of superiority, from an extensive analysis of 582

the literature results that previous works do not provide tech- 583

nical details of their solutions. It is, therefore, not possible to 584

understand the implementation details of the blockchain-based 585

TMIs due to the lack of a detailed explanation of the software 586

implementation. Instead, in this paper details related to the im- 587

plementation of both the proposed TMI (based on MQTT + 588

JSON) and of the proposed DLT technology are specified. The 589

adopted DLT technology makes use of a PoS scheme, within 590

a permissioned system where participants grant access to the 591

TMI. While the proposed scheme overcomes the energy foot- 592

prints many blockchains schemes suffer from, the consensus 593

protocol is based on a novel CPF that promotes the rational use 594

of energy resource also contributing to reduce power losses in 595

the distribution and transmission systems. 596

The TMI is a layered architecture which consists of three lay- 597

ers: 1) the aggregator owned data center, where the virtual ex- 598

change of energy is accomplished; 2) the communication layer, 599

consisting of all the components needed to let the TCRs com- 600

municate one other (this will contain also the Internet Cloud part 601

which rules the access of the TCRs to the DR-TE program); and 602

3) the user layer, where the TCRs execute the DR algorithms 603

and perform all the communication to the IT infrastructure. The 604

first layer regards a digital communication infrastructure. Basi- 605

cally, it can be thought as a virtualized set of servers which are 606

centrally managed by some central actor. The central actor can 607

be an aggregator, or some other authority like the DSO. 608

The only purpose of the central actor is to provide participants 609

of the LEM with the basic software and telecommunication net- 610

working components for the exchange of energy related data 611

(energy measurements, smart contract info and/or market trad- 612

ing information). It does not implement any other functions, like 613

energy transactions storage, validation of virtual “coins,” etc., 614

because all these information are exchanged by means of the 615

DLT, i.e., by means of blockchain based smart contracts. 616

Therefore, the role of the central actor is to manage the Trans- 617

active Management Platform (TMP), only. The core components 618
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Fig. 2. Transactive Management Infrastructure (TMI): Proposed architecture to enable P2P transactive energy exchanges.

of the TMP are: 1) the Pub/Sub servers, 2) the Certified Smart619

Meters DB (CSM-DB), and 3) the Analytics Component (AnC).620

The Pub/Sub servers are needed for asynchronous and ubiq-621

uitous communication among parties. They use a well-known622

computer network design pattern based on the concept of623

Publisher-Subscriber. Without entering into the details, it can624

be explained by saying that participants subscribe to virtual in-625

formation channels, usually called rooms or topic rooms, and626

publish data on the subscribed channels. The role of the Pub/Sub627

servers or brokers is to receive the publishers’ data and broadcast628

them to other participants on the same channel. In this context,629

the participants are the prosumers and active users that gain ac-630

cess to the platform through the HEM in a ubiquitous fashion,631

i.e., without any sort of operation on the user appliances (e.g.,632

routers). The energy data is exchanged through the brokers by633

using dedicated channels the HEM are subscribed to.634

The network protocol used to handle the data publishing is635

the Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT), which is a636

lightweight application protocol very popular among the IoT637

community. It was conceived for embedded devices with con-638

strained energy and computational resources. It also supports639

Quality of Service (QoS) concepts. For example, in MQTT640

three QoS levels are conceived. QoS 0 refers to the case of 641

transmission without retransmission in case of packet loss. QoS 642

1 and 2 refer to guaranteed delivery of packets (e.g., this level 643

can be used to send critical commands to devices). The data for- 644

mat transported by the MQTT is the JavaScript Object Notation 645

(JSON), which is a ubiquitous data exchange format easily to 646

extend and to implement. It is based on a key-value structure. 647

For example, the following JSON snippet could represent the 648

measured temperature of a sensor: 649

{
‘‘clientId’’: ‘‘01394u09’’,
‘‘reqId’’: ‘‘slkfjoiru20svkm038’’,
‘‘date’’: ‘‘2018-01-01 00:00:00’’,
‘‘operation’’: ‘‘state’’,
‘‘parameters’’: {
‘‘item’’: ‘‘device’’,
‘‘name’’: ‘‘Smart Temperature Sensor’’,
‘‘value’’: ‘‘28’’

}
}
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Fig. 3. Structure of the proposed home energy manager (HEM).

The CSM-DB contains users’ information about verified650

smart meters and other data necessary for the transactive op-651

erations. For example, a record of the CSM-DB shall contain652

the type of smart meter, its serial number, and public key cryp-653

tographic key of the user which are used to validate blocks654

and/or other exchanged information during the smart contract655

execution.656

The AnC is a component envisioned to store transacted energy657

related data. It could be used by the central owner or other parties658

in order to make statistics or energy trends offline analysis.659

The second layer is the communication infrastructure, for ex-660

ample the public Internet or any other communication technol-661

ogy alternative, e.g., power line communication where digital662

information flows by leveraging the same power grid lines.663

The third layer is composed by all the equipment installed at664

the user side, e.g., the house or the building, that is needed to let665

the active users and prosumers to access the TMP.666

B. Implemented Home Energy Manager667

Every participant to the LEM uses an HEM, which is a hard-668

ware component (a microcomputer such as a Raspberry Plat-669

form) installed inside buildings or houses. As assumption, every670

participant, both prosumer and active user, has a smart meter,671

i.e., an energy meter which can communicate outside and in672

near-real time the energy data flow, for instance the energy pro-673

duction and energy costs of the building. This information is674

vital for the operation of the overall architecture and must be675

shared with the components of the HEM.676

The purpose of the HEM is to let the user (prosumer or active677

user) access the TMP in order to act as a transactive agent within678

the LEM. In other words, the HEM is the interface between the679

prosumer/active user and the smart grid. The HEM is composed680

of three main parts, as shown in Fig. 3: a Home Device Gateway681

(HDG), a TCR and an Energy Management System (EMS).682

The HDG is an interface for communication to the smart de-683

vices deployed within the house or the building. For example,684

a set of smart switches and temperature sensors which commu-685

nicate by means of a wireless mesh networking protocol like686

Z-Wave or Zigbee or a combination of other ad-hoc sensor net-687

work protocols [83]. The HDG provides the HEM with access688

to user’s smart devices. After the access is granted, sensors and 689

actuators (switches, valves, dimmers, etc.) can transmit mea- 690

surements and receive control commands from the EMS. The 691

HDG is responsible for the very important aspect related to 692

information security and safety. 693

The TCR is the software engine needed to make decisions 694

about the energy trading operations. For instance, the TCR 695

makes energy bids and offers in order to buy or sell energy, 696

respectively, and receives information related to their accep- 697

tance/rejection in the LEM inside the VPP aggregator, as it will 698

be described more in details in the following sub-section. The 699

TCR is interfaced to the EMS, the HDG and the smart meter. 700

The EMS coordinates all the communication between the TCR 701

and the HDG toward the TMP. The main functions of the EMS 702

concern the registration of the HEM to the TMP and the com- 703

munication of energy and trading data to the shared channels 704

used by all participants. 705

C. Smart Contract Deployment for Managing the Interactions 706

Between the VPP Aggregator and Its Aggregated Prosumers 707

Even though the proposed transactive management infrastruc- 708

ture is general and can be used in different contexts and with 709

different players, in order to demonstrate a possible application, 710

a realistic scenario is presented. 711

It is assumed that a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) aggregator can 712

deliver services to the Transmission System Operator (TSO) by 713

participating to the ancillary services market. 714

The proposed architecture can be used to provide reliable 715

and speedy two-way communication, allowing the aggregator 716

to interface with its internal prosumers and with external parties 717

such as the DSO, the TSO or the market operator. 718

During the day-ahead or hour-ahead the aggregator provides 719

a generation/load schedule for the aggregated prosumers also 720

considering transmission network technical constraints under 721

the TSO approval. 722

Day-ahead schedule is carried out in order to allow the aggre- 723

gator to effectively participate to the ancillary services market. 724

The schedule is based on historical data and on the forecasting 725

of the baseline electrical load for each prosumer also consider- 726

ing RES and electrical load forecasts. Moreover, the schedule 727
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should depend on which strategy the aggregator adopts for par-728

ticipating in the ancillary services market. This choice depends729

on the price and load forecasts within the electricity market730

and on the optimal time slots for selling/buying energy in the731

ancillary services market.732

Prosumers associated to the VPP are supposed to be con-733

nected to the same electrical distribution network or feeder, so734

that the physical energy exchange determined by the aggrega-735

tor schedule may take place while complying with distribution736

network technical constraints. The technical feasibility of the737

energy exchange is previously approved by the DSO, which, if738

technical problems are expected in the distribution networks,739

can ask the aggregator to modify its schedule.740

If the aggregator cannot follow the scheduled day-ahead pro-741

gram in real-time, due to an energy deviation caused by errors742

in the forecast of electrical energy generated by RES or ab-743

sorbed by loads, it makes an offer or a bid to all its aggregated744

prosumers in order to sell or to buy, respectively, the required745

electrical energy quantity at a determined price. The prosumers746

can react to the offer/bid of the aggregator by making their own747

bids/offers, respectively.748

Indeed, when an offer/bid is made by the aggregator, a smart749

contract is deployed to the blockchain and an auction is started750

allowing prosumers to make offers/bids by means of their TCRs.751

The smart contract program, which is a set of rules encoded752

into the blockchain, enables the execution of an auction to de-753

termine the accepted offers/bids that will give rise to trusted754

energy transactions in the LEM of the aggregator. The selection755

of the auction type encoded inside the smart contract is agreed756

between the aggregator and the prosumers [27].757

For example, when the aggregator makes a bid, the offers758

of the prosumers having prices lower than the aggregator’s bid759

price are selected in increasing order of price until the quantity760

of energy required from the bid is reached. After that the trans-761

actions are completed and verified by the smart meters of the762

prosumers the cryptocurrencies exchanges are authorized.763

D. Transactive Controller Operation to Manage the764

Battery of a Residential Prosumer765

Even though different controllable electrical loads can be766

managed by the TCR as flexibility resources, such as HVAC,767

hot water heater, dish washer, washing machine, dryer, etc. [33],768

the use of the battery as flexibility energy source instead of769

controllable electrical loads makes the provision of the energy770

flexibility service more acceptable by the prosumers since it771

does not interfere with the normal activities and habits of the772

prosumer. Batteries group ensures a higher degree of reliability,773

indeed, because bidirectional power converters can charge the774

battery both from the main electrical grid and from the local775

PV source as well. On these bases, and in order to detail the776

bidding/offering process, it has been supposed that the battery777

is the only flexibility resource for a prosumer. As previously778

stated, the TCR can alternatively make an offer (to discharge779

the battery) or a bid (to charge the battery).780

Different parameters, including the battery energy capacity,781

the degradation cost of the battery, the charging/discharging782

Fig. 4. Quantity offering curve.

rate limits and the State of Charge (SOC) are considered by 783

the proposed TCR to determine the bid/offer quantity and price. 784

The quantity is determined considering the admissible range of 785

the SOC, the charging and discharging rates and the capacity of 786

the battery according to equations from (1) to (6). 787

Inequality (1) limits the SOC in its admissible range 788

SOCmin ≤ SOCt ≤ SOCmax ∀t. (1)

The charging and discharging rates of the battery at time t, 789

rcharge
t and rdischarge

t should respect their maximum rate limits 790

as presented in the following: 791

rcharge
t = (SOCt − SOCt−1) /ηcharge ∀t (2)

rdischarge
t = (SOCt−1 − SOCt) ηdischarge ∀t (3)

0 ≤ rcharge
t ≤ rcharge,max ∀t (4)

0 ≤ rdischarge
t ≤ rdischarge,max ∀t (5)

where ηcharge and ηdischarge denote the charging and discharging 792

efficiencies of the battery, respectively. 793

The following equation describes the model considered for 794

assessing the SOC variations: 795

SOCt = SOCt−1 + γB
t ηcharge E ch

t

CapB − χB
t

E d i s ch
t

η d i s ch a r g e CapB ∀t

(6)
where CapB is the battery capacity. 796

The quantity offering and bidding curves are shown in Figs. 4 797

and 5, respectively. It is worth noting that the quantity is pro- 798

portional or inversely proportional to the SOC, in the case of an 799

offer or a bid, respectively. 800

Although the price offering and bidding curves exhibit a be- 801

havior similar to the quantity curves, some additional limitations 802

should be considered. They have to take into account the degra- 803

dation cost of the battery when the TCR makes an offer and 804

in order to make the bid acceptable by the aggregator. In other 805

words, the bid price should be higher than the offer price decided 806

by the aggregator and the offer price should be always higher 807

than the degradation cost of the battery, calculated as described 808

in the following equations. 809

The degradation cost of the battery due to the operation in 810

discharge mode is calculated by 811

CostDegr
t = Edisch

t Cd (7)
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Fig. 5. Quantity bidding curve.

where Edisch
t is the discharged energy of the battery. Cd is the812

cost of the battery in euros/kWh dependent on the discharging813

and is evaluated by the following:814

Cd = Cbattery/LET (8)

where Cbattery is the capital cost of the battery and LET is the815

battery life time for the specific cycling regime.816

E. How the TMP works817

In the presented TMP architecture, the software which runs818

inside the HEM, and specifically the TCR and the EMS, is819

capable of doing following functions.820

1) Making and receiving bids and offers when these are ad-821

vertised on the common MQTT channel.822

2) Communicating anonymously the Consumption-823

Production Function (CPF) value in order to preserve the824

user’s privacy.825

3) The consensus protocol is based on the value of stakes,826

where stakes are distributed according to the CPF values.827

4) Implementing the blockchain to store energy transactions.828

5) Digital wallets can be queried anytime.829

The requirement about anonymity takes into account security830

needs. A user could be profiled by inspecting his/her energy831

transactions on public channels of the TMP, and this information832

could be used to track habits or daily behaviors. To protect the833

identity of users on public channels, e.g., the offer channel, every834

user is given a random address.835

The software installed on the user-side smart inverter836

communicates the energy production, while a smart meter837

communicates the energy consumption. Using a function that838

combines the consumed and produced energy from RES is an839

omni-comprehensive incentive to a green economy as explained840

in Section V-F.841

In the proposed TMP, prosumers can also decide to take part842

in an incentive program for improving the self-consumption of843

locally produced energy.844

Different options are thus allowed for the prosumers, i.e., 1)845

Transactive Energy (TE); 2) Rewards (RE); or 3) RE + TE.846

In the TE option the prosumers and active users can start an 847

auction process by making an offer or a bid in the LEM [84]. 848

In the TE option the participants take part in energy ex- 849

changes. The key-value-based JSON structure for energy trans- 850

actions can be as follows: 851

{
‘‘clientId’’: ‘‘01394u09’’,
‘‘reqId’’: ‘‘slkfjoiru20svkm038’’,
‘‘date’’: ‘‘2018-01-01 00:00:00’’,
‘‘operation’’: ‘‘bid-offer’’,
‘‘signature’’

:’’asf09rjsd0vj09234u0wgj0234utpoj0g243j
tiwgj09823jht029gn0390’’,

‘‘parameters’’: {
‘‘address’’:

‘‘asda6249ty2c3o9h99dadadqwq’’,
‘‘cpf’’: 0.72,
‘‘bid’’: {
‘‘type’’: ’’sell’’
‘‘energy’’:{
‘‘unit’’: ’’kWh’’,
‘‘value’’: ’’10’’

},
‘‘price’’:{
‘‘unit’’: ’’cents’’,

‘‘value’’: ’’82’’
}

}
}

}

The signature is a cryptographic value generated by the EMS 852

and based on standard asymmetric encryption (public-private 853

keys). The public key of the EMS uniquely identifies the user and 854

it is stored in the CSM-DB. The EMS will sign every message 855

with the private key. The validity of the message can be checked 856

by verifying the signature embedded in the message. In the RE 857

mode, the TMP can verify the authenticity of the message. Other 858

forms of antiforgery of the value of the produced energy can be 859

applied by exploiting additional cryptographic tools. But the 860

system is supposed to be strictly coupled with the hardware of 861

the inverter, which is assumed to be hard to hack. 862

F. Proof of Energy (PoE) Proposed Function 863

In the TE mode, the bids and offers are managed by the smart 864

contracts registered into the blockchains and handled by a TCR, 865

as in [81]. Once the smart contract is validated, for example 866

whenever the bid or offer is going to be accepted by some 867

participant, the generator of the next block in the blockchain 868

must be chosen. The election of the next block generator is 869

based on a simplified PoS, which is named Proof of Energy 870

(PoE) and it is based on the following Consumption-Production 871
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Function:872

CPF =
1

e|P −C | ; 0 < CPF ≤ 1 (9)

where, for each prosumer, P is the energy production from local873

RES generators connected to the prosumer, such as a PV system,874

and C is its energy consumption, i.e., the energy absorbed by875

all the electrical loads including the energy storage. It should876

be noted that if either P >> C or C >> P, then the CPF tends877

to 0; otherwise, if P and C are similar, then CPF tends to 1.878

The validator node will be the one which has the CPF closer879

to 1. In other words, the validator is chosen to be the prosumer880

with the best self-consumption ratio (ideally, the one having the881

produced energy from RES equal to the energy it consumes).882

As in the PoS, the stakes are represented by the CPF val-883

ues, these values are embedded in the transaction messages and,884

therefore, are publicly visible to all participants. In this way,885

every participants can predict which one has the chance to get886

the right to generate the next block. By taking part in the in-887

centive program (RE or RE+TE), the prosumer achieving the888

right to become a block generator receives an incentive. The889

higher the CPF is, the higher the chance to become a block890

generator is and the higher the total incentive. The adoption of891

the proposed innovative CPF makes prosumers more empow-892

ered and incentivizes them to achieve energy efficiency. In this893

way, prosumers can contribute to improve the transmission and894

distribution systems operation in a twofold way:895

1) by participating in the ancillary service market according896

to a smart contract and incentivized by the adoption of the897

CPF;898

2) by maximizing their self-consumption ratio, thus promot-899

ing a sustainable behavior and, as an indirect consequence,900

it also contributes to reduce power losses in the distribu-901

tion and transmission systems.902

In the PoS, the nothing-at-stake-problem refers to the fact that903

a user could approve different branching of the blockchain, thus904

emphasizing the risk of the double-spending problem. Simply, it905

consists in a not unique and coherent transaction records stored906

in the ledger. In this case, for example, a user could be paid twice907

for the same transaction. In the proposed TMP, this problem does908

not happen, first because the blockchain is private and second, by909

assuming that user hardware is trusted, the multiple branching910

of blockchain is quite impossible to happen because it would911

require hacking the hardware.912

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH CHALLENGES913

This paper highlights and discusses different concepts and914

technologies such as Distributed Ledger Technology, Peer-to-915

Peer transactive energy exchanges and Local Energy Markets916

for achieving energy efficiency in modern transmission and dis-917

tribution systems.918

Considering that the traditional centralized energy systems919

are no longer viable, peer-to-peer energy transactions based on920

DLT and transactive controllers in LEMs represent the most921

likely evolution for future smart grids, as confirmed by recent922

pilot projects. A crucial point for the use of DLT is the selection923

of a proper consensus protocol: as PoW consensus protocol924

is very energy demanding, new approaches such as PoS are 925

needed. 926

On these basis, a permissioned blockchain based architec- 927

ture, using an adapted version of PoS as consensus protocol is 928

proposed to achieve energy efficiency and sustainability. The 929

concept of proof of energy has been proposed as a modifi- 930

cation of the proof of stake protocol in order to increase the 931

self-consumption ratio of prosumers, thus contributing to power 932

losses reduction. 933

A new designed and implemented TMI is proposed and de- 934

scribed that can represent a baseline for a reference framework 935

for blockchain-based TMI based on smart contracts that can 936

be used to manage LEMs. The proposed infrastructure con- 937

sists of three layers, namely: aggregator layer, communication 938

layer, and user layer. The aim of the first layer is to manage 939

the TMP, which is based on the Pub/Sub servers, the Certified 940

Smart Meters and the Analytics Component. The second layer 941

uses Internet Cloud to communicate among the different agents. 942

The third layer consists of an HEM, which lets active users and 943

prosumers to access the TMP. 944

It should be pointed out that different challenges should be 945

addressed by future research activities in order to make P2P 946

transactive energy exchanges and LEMs a reality. First of all, 947

the preservation of privacy in blockchain-based architectures 948

represents a research challenge and solutions to ensure the pro- 949

sumer privacy by design should be researched. Even if P2P 950

based solutions can exhibit better scalability than centralized 951

ones, studies and real tests should be carried out to evaluate the 952

scalability of blockchain based architectures when the number 953

of prosumers significantly increases. Even though some solu- 954

tions have been recently proposed to improve the scalability of 955

blockchain based architectures, further researches are required 956

to identify new methods for improving scalability. Also, stan- 957

dardization and interoperability issues need to be investigated 958

when designing blockchain based architectures. 959

Concerning LEMs, future research activities should be car- 960

ried out to evaluate the impact of different markets and auc- 961

tion mechanisms on the power losses and technical constraints 962

of distribution and transmission systems. In addition, different 963

options for managing the interactions and mutual effects be- 964

tween LEMs and the wholesale market should be investigated, 965

while new rules are necessary to regulate the interactions be- 966

tween DSOs and the TSO. Further researcher activities are also 967

required to investigate the effects of transactive controllers on 968

consumers’ behavior and their willingness to take part in LEMs. 969
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